
JSmart Series 
When aesthetics and functionality meet, the market changes...

Every once and a while a new product arrives that changes the market. It influences the
perspective of all participants  by encouraging them to question the status quo. And challenging
that which has been done before is when innovation leads to a lasting difference being created.

From 5.0” to 21.5” TFT color display,
Up to a resolution 1920x1080 pixel with
16M colors,  dimmable backlight
PCAP Touchscreen Multitouch with
swiping and zooming
10/100 Ethernet port PoE single cable for
power and ethernet
Wi-Fi Connection
Up to a ARM Cortex-A9 quad core CPU
Full IP67 protection; ideal for mounting-
arm installation right at the machine

Entry Level HMI- Stripped Down Essential Power
When EXOR first introduced to the market the eSMART series in 2015, it was
always our intention to rethink the budget HMI sector. Our belief and the
continued engineering investment has now been recognized by the most severe
certification organization in the world. 
There is now no low cost HMI series in the world that can offer the range of
features and certificates, opening dramatically the range of possible
applications and industry verticals. Also, this product supports the entire
breadth of features offered by JMobile. 

Food & Beverage Series
EXOR has adapted its highly successful eTOP500 Series and eX700
Series to meet the challenges of the food and beverage sector. 
The rugged stainless-steel fronts are highly polished to allow particles to
flow away from the surface. The frame has the optimal angle of contact
to the machine surface to both enable cleaning liquids to wash away and
also not to allow bacteria or microbes to remain. Products are all IP69.

Mounts on 22 mm hole
Includes environment and motion sensors
Can be used with cable up to 100 m distance
from source

Harsh Environment Series
The eTOP500 Glass with class-leading performance rating and sunlight readability
has become the choice for extreme conditions. 
Now joined with the harsh environment version of the powerful eX700 Glass Series,
the benefits of IIoT can reach even the most inhospitable or remote locations. 


